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Abstract

In the 1950s, the need for an accurately reproducible, real-time gamma calibration
facility at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) was met with a manually
operated radium source housed in a calibration well. This arrangement was quite
satisfactory in the early days but was not able to keep pace with the increasing
number of instruments necessary to support an expanding health physics program.
Consequently, the hand crank was replaced by an electric motor in the early
1960s. This improvement made it possible to move the source at speeds up to
7 cm/s, resulting in a major increase in efficiency. This configuration served
reliably for two decades but, by the 1980s, component aging and the growing
scarcity of replacement parts led to the development of a third-generation source
controller. The electric motor and vacuum-tube-driven power supply were replaced
with a solid state power supply and a stepper motor interfaced to a
microcomputer. The software written to operate the system is menu-driven,
user-friendly, and provides the greatest flexibility and ease of use while
minimizing learning time. The development and use of this control system will be
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Since its beginning in the early 1940s, as a Manhattan Project facility, part of
the work carried on at ORNL has involved the production, use, and disposal of
radioactive materials. In addition, various radiation-producing machines
including reactors, accelerators, and x-ray units have been designed, built, and
operated in support of the Laboratory's basic research programs. The emergence of
these technologies, however, introduced new challenges in the area of personnel
safety. Although precautions designed to minimize known biological effects of
ionizing radiation had been observed for over 40 years, the arrival of the Atomic
Age marked a major turning point in the practice of radiological protection.
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In successfully responding to these challenges, ORNL played a major role in the
establishment and promotion of health physics (that branch of science which seeks
to develop the knowledge and practical means necessary to protect man and the
environment from the harmful effects of radiation in order to exploit its use for
the benefit of all mankind). This success was achieved through a group of
physicists who carefully developed effective operating techniques and control
procedures and who subsequently trained others in their implementation. Their
efforts were, in turn, supported by an inventory of well-maintained radiation
monitoring instrumentation. '••

A factor contributing significantly to the reliability of that instrumentation was
a comprehensive calibration program. Regardless of how well-designed and well-
built a radiation monitoring instrument is, the information it provides is only as
good as its calibration. Consequently, the task of hazard assessment and the
development of protective action recommendations are nearly impossible without an
adequate calibration regimen. Such a regimen includes a variety of techniques
that are broadly divided into fundamental calibrations and calibrations by
substitution.

CALIBRATION METHODS

The goal of fundamental calibration methods is to compare the response of a given
instrument to the true value of a well-characterized radiation field at the point
of interest (usually the geometric center of the detector) and to either adjust
its response to read correctly or develop calibration factors that may be used to
convert the actual response to the true value.

The fundamental calibration method is a first-principles method that requires
detailed knowledge of the radiation field and its associated parameters.
Consequently, it is extremely desirable to minimize or completely eliminate
perturbing factors such as radiation scattered into the detector from nearby
objects or surfaces. These types of effects are difficult to quantify and
increase the complexity of the calibration. Control efforts generally call for
large, scatter-free enclosures or highly collimated beams to prevent scatter from
occurring.

Because of the conflicting needs to eliminate scattering surfaces (e.g.,
shielding) in the calibration area and to reduce the potentially harmful
biological effects of ionizing radiation through the application of techniques
such as shielding, real-time instrument calibration using this method is, at best,
tedious and time-consuming. As a result, this method is not frequently used in
operational calibration facilities where high throughput and low personnel
exposures are essential. It does, however, serve as the basis for the second
method.

Unlike the fundamental method, calibration by substitution does not depend on
well-known fields for its implementation, but rather on the reproducibility of the
source-detector geometry and the constancy or predictability of the source
output- It is necessary and sufficient only to be able to reproduce a given
exposure rate at a specific reference point. The utility of this method is
supported by the fundamental method (the assumption that identical instruments
produce the same response when subjected to the same conditions) and the
transitive property of equalities: if a=b and b=c, then a=c.



In applying this method, an instrument is calibrated using a fundamental or
first-principles approach. It is subsequently used to establish a response at a
reference point on a calibration-by-substitution set-up. An identical instrument
is then substituted for the original and adjusted to produce the same response.
After adjustment, the instrument in question is considered to be properly
calibrated, since it exhibits the same behavior as one known to be properly
calibrated. It is not necessary to repeat this scenario for each instrument
calibrated. Usually one establishes an expected response at a reference point
using the original or transfer instrument (so called since it "transfers" a
calibration from one facility to another) and thereafter uses this point to
calibrate other instruments without resorting to direct comparisons.

THE CALIBRATION WELL

Of the various pieces of apparatus designed to take advantage of the calibration-
by-substitution method, the calibration well (Fig. 1) is probably the most widely
used. It consists of a vertically oriented pipe section several meters in length,
a source holder located within the pipe, a mechanism for raising and lowering the
source, and a device to indicate source position. The well is ideal for
operational calibration programs since it permits real-time adjustments, allows
variable exposure rates, provides adequate shielding for personnel, and reduces
source handling by doubling as a storage device when not in use.

The calibration well currently used at the ORNL Radiation Standards and
Calibration Laboratory was constructed in 1951. It is a 5-m-deep well capable of
providing exposure rates ranging from approximately 10-10,000 mR/h. Originally
the source was positioned by means of a hand crank (Fig. 2) while its location was
mnnitored with an odometer-type counter attached to the gear train.

During the 1950s, while the instrument inventory stood near 300 instruments, this
arrangement was quite satisfactory. Unfortunately, it was not able to keep pace
with the increasing number of instruments needed to support an expanding health
physics program. Consequently, an electric motor (Fig. 3) was added in the early
1960s, relegating the hand crank to backup status. The new system made it
possible to move the source at speeds up to 7 cm/s, resulting in a major increase
in facility efficiency. This improvement was of great benefit in dealing with an
inventory nearly twice the original size.

For two decades this modification provided reliable service. By the early 1980s,
however, component aging and the growing scarcity of replacement parts led to the
development of a third-generation source controller. The electric motor and
vacuum-tube-driven power supply were removed, replaced with a solid state stepper
motor (Fig. 4), and interfaced to a microcomputer. This arrangement provides a
further refinement of operator control.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The current hardware configuration (Fig. 5) centers about a microcomputer that is
used to control the source position in the well shaft. Its output is converted to
a Transistor-Transistor Logic (TH) signal by a stepper motor controller board
located in an expansion slot within the microcomputer system unit. This signal is
then routed via a motor driver/power supply to a stepper motor that is attached to



the main gear box. Information concerning the actual source position is obtained
from a single-turn, 4096-step, 12-bit optical encoder. This information is sent
to the microcomputer so that a position comparison can be made with the requested
position. The encoder is pinned to a drive shaft that is permanently mounted to
the gear train. This shaft also supports a cam system that regulates the range
of source travel through a series of microswitches.

The microcomputer also receives continuous data from an analog module for
monitoring atmospheric conditions. This data is converted to a digital input
signal by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) board before being read by the
software. The signal obtains current temperature, pressure, and humidity
information that is displayed in real time with other system parameters.

A manual controller is available to operate the system in the event of a computer
hardware/software failure. This manual controller also generates a TTL signal
compatible with the motor driver requirements. The manual controller and
microcomputer share a common input port on the motor driver. When required, the
microcomputer output cable can be disconnected from the motor driver and replaced
by the output cable from the manual controller. The source can then be positioned
directly and its location monitored with an index counter connected to the gear
train. The original electric motor and its power supply are kept in standby
status in the event of a stepper motor/motor driver failure.

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

The software developed to operate the system was designed to provide maximum
flexibility and ease of use. In order to minimize training time and reduce the
dependency on user manuals, calibration options are selected from a set of menus
and context-sensitive instructions are displayed at all times. Sufficient
information is presented on each display screen to enable the user to maneuver
through the program with confidence.

The display screen format (Fig. 6) was created to be as non-threatening as
possible to users with little or no prior computer experience. The screen is
functionally partitioned into two regions, each serving dual roles. The left
third of the screen labeled SYSTEM PARAMETERS displays current values of pertinent
environmental and equipment parameters updated in real time. It also depicts a
vertical section of the well shaft replete with moving parts (source and beam
attenuator) whose screen positions change to reflect actual changes in equipment
positions. The remainder of the screen labeled SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY is
comprised of two stacked rectangles. The upper rectangle provides for system
control through menu selections and data entry, while the lower rectangle displays
user instructions helpful in carrying out the tasks at hand.

The compiled basic program (Fig. 7) consists of three main parts: a log-on
section, a menu switch yard, and a system control section. The log-on phase
requires the user to enter a five digit identification number (Fig. 8) for access
authorization. This number is checked against a library of valid user numbers to
determine whether or not the individual is cleared for system access. The user is
given two opportunities to enter the correct number before system shutdown
(Fig. 9). Upon successful entry, the main menu (Fig. 10) is presented for option
selection.



Four choices are available at the main menu level. For frequently performed
calibrations, the Specific Instrument Calibration routines (Fig. 11) step
sequentially through established sets of calibration and check points for each
range of a given instrument allowing instrument response entries at each point.
The Direct Source Positioning option (Fig. 12) provides the user with the means
to access non-routine points directly by entering the desired source location from
the keyboard. By selecting Variable Source Positioning (Fig. 13) the user is
able to raise or lower the source continuously while the appropriate keys are
depressed. Releasing a key terminates source motion. This option corresponds to
the mode of operation before installation of the source controller upgrade
package. The final choice is the System Editing and Modification option
(Fig. 14). This choice permits the modification of screen text, calibration
points, and authorized user numbers. It also allows the system calibration to
updated if the source is replaced.

In addition to the operational aspects of the controller program, several safety
features and administrative controls have been included to reduce the likelihood
of an accidental exposure. As noted earlier, an access verification routine was
included to prevent use by untrained personnel. Software limit switches were
instituted (in addition to the electromechanical cam system) to prevent
overrunning the source at either the top or bottom of the well shaft. Finally, if
no user activity is detected (as determined from the last keyboard entry) within a
specified period of time, the source is automatically stored at the bottom of the
well shaft. In this way, the source cannot be abandoned in a potentially
hazardous configuration. While no system can be made completely tamper-proof,
these features are useful in preventing injury as the result of an inadvertent
operator error. The intent was to make the system relatively unavailable to the
untrained and forgiving to the competent, resulting in safety for all, including
the system itself.

SYSTEM OPERATION

A typical calibration session for the ORNL cutie pie, an air breathing ion
chamber, would begin by logging on to the system. After access verification the
main menu is displayed from which the Specific Instrument Calibration option is
selected. This choice calls a sub-menu (Fig. 11) that presents a listing if
instruments for which programmed calibration routines exist. Once an instrument
routine is selected, the user is prompted to enter the instrument's unique
identification (ID) number (Fig. 15).

At this point the program will direct the source to the calibraticn point for the
first range (Fig. 16). The cutie pie is then adjusted to display the true
exposure rate at that point. When this response is recorded by the user, the
source moves automatically to a low-range checkpoint and then to a high-range
checkpoint so that scale linearity may be evaluated. An instrument response is
recorded at each position. After completion of the range calibration and
linearity checks, the source again moves automatically to the calibration point
for the next range.

The program proceeds in this fashion until all ranges have been calibrated. When
the calibration is complete, a calibration report containing the instrument ID,
instrument responses, system parameters, and user's name is printed out. The user
is then given the opportunity to repeat the routine (Fig. 17) for another cutie



pie. If the routine is to be repeated, it begins at the instrument ID screen
(Fig. 15). Otherwise, the user is returned to the instrument calibration menu
(Fig. 11) from which a different instrument routine may be selected or the main
menu (Fig. 10) accessed.

SUMMARY

Progress in the area of health physics instrument calibration has been made at
ORNL over the past 25 to 35 years. Most of the innovations and modifications have
come about in response to increasing workloads associated with expanding programs,
greater emphasis on maintaining personnel exposures As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA), and the passing of aging technologies precipitated by the
evolution of newer ones. These driving forces have been responsible for several
upgrades in the source control mechanism used on the gamma calibration well. The
most recent change involves the application of microcomputer versatility and
dependability to position a calibration source where there is little or no room
for error.

The present computer-based source Controller has much to offer in terms of
efficiency, accuracy, and safety that was not available on its predecessors.
Although the source speed was optimized with the addition of the electric motor in
the early 1960s, faster positioning is now possible since time-consuming final
adjustments have been eliminated through optical encoder feedback. Chances for
user error have been greatly reduced since many instruments now have pre-set
routines that will not tolerate the omission of a calibration or checkpoint.
Lastly, several administrative controls and safety features have been incorporated
into the software to reduce the possibility of an accident.

Although this system can be viewed as somewhat of a developmental milestone,
improvements will, no doubt, be forthcoming. As more efficient programming
techniques are devised and more imaginative applications are conceived, and as
more sophisticated hardware is created, these, too, will become links in the
never-ending chain of measurement progress.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Sectional View of the ORNL Gammma Calibration Well.

Fig. 2. Calibration Well Source Control Using Hand Crank.

Fig. 3. Calibration Well Source Control Using Electric Crank.

Fig. 4. Calibration Well Source Control Using Stepper Motor.

Fig. 5. Current Calibration Well Hardware Configuration.

Fig. 6. Source Controller Program Screen Format.

Fig. 7. Source Controller Program Flow Sheet.

Fig. 8. Source Controller Program Log-On Screen.

Fig. 9. Unauthorized User Information Screen.

Fig. 10. Source Controller Program Main Menu.

Fig. 11. Specific Instrument Calibration Menu.

Fig. 12. Direct Source Positioning Option Screen.

Fig. 13. Variable Source Positioning Option Screen.

Fig. 14. System Editing and Modification Menu.

Fig. 15. Instrument Specification Entry Screen.

Fig. 16. Calibration Point Selection and Instrument Response Entry Screen.

Fig. 17. Selection Screen for Next Calibration Option.
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SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08
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SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

M

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

9

GOOD MORNING

Welcome to the
Oak Ridgs National Laboratory

Health Physics Calibration Facility

Please Enter Your User ID
in the Space Below.

31111
iglii

ACCESS DENIED i

You have not been cleared for unescorted
use of this facility. Please contact the
calibration group leader for assistance.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

GOOD MORNING

Welcome to the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Health Physics Calibration Facility

Please Enter Your User ID
in the Space Below.

Press JDEL To Correct an Error

Press j ENTER | to Verify ID Number
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SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.1 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

•••MASTER MENU# # #

| 1. Specific Instrument Calibration

2. Direct Source Positioning

3. Variable Source Positioning

4. System Editing and Modification

5. (Reserved for Future Use)

U ! Moves Highlight Bar to Desired Option

t ENTER | Initiates the Selected Routine;

I ESC I Returns to DOS
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SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

'INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION MENU'

I.ORNLCutiePie

2. Extended Probe

3. High Range CP

4. Panoramic

5. Victoreen 440

6. Victoreen CP

7. (Reserved)

8. (Reserved)

9. (Reserved)

10. (Reserved)

n Moves Highlight Bar to Desired Option

| ENTER | Initiates the Selected Routine

I ESC, I Returns to the Master Menu

SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 rrsm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

•DIRECT SOURCE POSITIONING1

Please enter the desired position
in the space provided

Current
Source Position

Desired
Source Position

149.4 cm Illlcm

Clears Error in Entry Window

| ENTER | Activates the Source Elevator

I ESC I Returns to the Master Menu

P-GUR6 V2.



SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

•••SYSTEM EDITING MENU***

1. Modify Word Text in Screens

2. Change a Calibration Point

3. Recalibrate System Parameters

4. Update Authorized User List

5. (Reserved for Future Use)

H Moves Highlight Bar to Desired Option

ENTER | Initiates the Selected Routine

ESC! Returns to the Master Menu
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SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

••VARIABLE SOURCE POSITIONING**

To run source down. To run source up,
press and hold press and hold j

the 4. key. the t key.

Current
Source Position

149.4 cm

ESC Returns to the Master Menu

I3



SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature

32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

•

•••CUTIE PIE CALIBRATION*"

X I Scale

Source Expected Actual
Position Response Response

1.108.4 cm 90 mR/hr | f l | j mR/hr |

2.102.4 cm 100 mR/hr I B j mR/hr

3.149.4 cm 50 mR/hr j | f i ;mR/hr

H Selects a Calibration Point

[ENTER] Positions the Source

| PgUp/PgDn; | Changes Calibration Scales j



SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
2£. Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

CALIBRATION COMPLETE

This completes the calibration of

X X X X - X X C

Would you like to caiibrate
another Cutie Pie? (Y/N)

Press! I DELI to Correct an Error

Press; | ENTER! to Record Selection

\1

SYSTEM PARAMETERS SYSTEM CONTROL AND DATA ENTRY

Dose Rate
250 mR/hr

Position
149.4 cm

Temperature
32.6°C

Pressure
751.8 mm

Humidity
83%

Date
24 Jul 86

Time
15:42.08

• • •CUTIE PIE CALIBRATION

Please enter the required information
in the spaces provided below.

HP Instrument number

ORNL Property Number |

Technician

[DEL] Clears Errors from Data Entry Window

|EIMTER| Records Information

I ESC I Returns to the Master Menu
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